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Moonts Phases
Full

Last Quarter
New
First Quarter

Moon at apogee (furthest ftom Earth) March 05d. 08h.

Moon at perigee (nearest to Earth) ' l9d. 20h.

Total Solar Eclinse'March 20th.
tlantic,SouthofGreenland,andprogxesse1N.E'acrosstheFaroeandSvalbardislandsandends

at the North pole. Maximum duration of totality, 2m. 47s., occurs 200 miles E. of lceland, around 09.45. At the Faroes (250 miles N. of

Scotland) it is 2m. 02s., and at Svalbard (?00 miles N. of Norway) is 2m. 29s. From ow area the eclipse starts around 08.20, with the

Sun's altitude lgo in the E.S.E. Maximum, when E8o/o of the Sun is obscured, occurs around 09.25, with the Sun 27o high in the S.E. Last

contact is around 10.35, when the Sun is 34o up in the S.S.E.

Vernal Eouinox This also occurc on the 20s., when daylight hours and night time hours are the same.

The Planets
fVfercurf : A very late morning object, approaching superior conjunction with the Sun on April. l0th. Ol the I st it rises at 06.05, 45

minutes bifore dawn, and by the 3l't. at dawn, 05.40. It starts the month in the middle of Capricornus, near S. Aquarius. Travelling N'E.

it enters Aquarius around the t t 
tn. and crosses it to enter southern Pisces on the 26th . a total distan ce of 47" .

Mid month it will be mag. -0.2, 5.5" diam., elong. 22o W. and rising at 06.00, 20 minutes before the Sun.

Venus : Continues to be an early evening object, at the beginning of the month setting at20,30,2tAhours after sunset, and by the end at

2Z.OO,3vzhours after the Sun. At ihe start of the month it is in southern Pisces, close to the border with Cetus. Moving N.E' it enters S.W.

Aries around the l6th., and ends the month 7o W. of the border with Taurus, a total travel of 38o.

Mid month Venus will be mag. -4.0, 12.7" diam., elong. 33o 8., and setting at21.05, 3 hours after sunset.

Mars i Anotherearlyevenlngobject, onthe I't. settingjustafter20.00,2hours&20mins. aftersunset, and bythe 3l't. at20.20,

I hour & 50 mins. after the Sun. t"tars starts the month in Pisces, close to the border with N.W, Cetus. Travelling N.E. it ends the month

on the border with S.W. Aries. A total movement of 22o.

Mid month it will be mag. +1.3, 4.1" diam., elong. 23o E. and setting at 20.10, 2 hours after sunset.

Jupiter : Following opposition last month, it is still visible most of the night. At the start of the month it will set at 06.10, 40 minutes

be6re dawn, and by the end just after 04.00, l7r hours before sunrise. It starts the month in eastern Cancer near Leo and moves 2o N.W.

during the month..

Mid month Jupiter will be mag. -2.4, 43.3" diam. elong. l39o E. and setting at 05.10, an hour before dawn.

Saturn : Starts the month as an early morning object, rising at 0l.20, but from the 21't. it rises before midnight, nominally becoming a

late evening object. At the end it rises at 23.20. Remaining in N.W. Scorpius, it travels only an arc minute W. to a stationary point on the

l4th., then moves back E. another arc minute to the end of the month.

Mid month it will be mag. *0.4, disc diam. l?.3", rings 39.3" (inclined at 25o), elong. l09o W. and rising at 00'20.

Titan, mag 8.2 & elong. 
-i80". 

Greatest E. elong. on March 5 &21. Greatest W. elong. on March l3 &29.

Uranus : An early evening object, getting earlier as it heads towards solar conjunction on April6th. On the 1't. it sets at20.45,3 hours

after sunset, and by itre lt"..;ust befori 19.00, only 20 minutes afterthe Sun. Remaining in southern Pisces, a few degrees N. of the Cetus

border it moves 1.6. N.E. during the month, ending it l%o N.W. of the 6ft.mag. star 77 Piscium.

Mid month it will be mag. 5.9, 3.4" diam., elong. 2lo 8.. and setting at 19.50, 1% hours after the Sun.

Neptune : Following solar conjunction on Feb. 26s., Neptune is not visible as a late morning object until well into the month. Mid

moith it will rise at 06.00, 20 mini. before dawn, and by the end of the month at 05.00, 40 mins. before the Sun. Continuing to lie in

eastem Aquarius, it travels just over lo N.E. during the month, ending it 2%'N.W. of mag. 6.2 star 70 Aquarii.

Mid month it will be mag. 8.0, 2.2" diam. and elong. 16o W.

Meteors
There are no major (or minor) showers this month. The next shower will be the Virginids, peaking around April I ltr'. & l2th.

M3S OIGC 2163) : An open star cluster in Gemini. Discovered by the Swiss astronomer Philippe de Ch6seaux in 1746 and observed

and listid by CharlesMessiei in I 264. He noted ' a cluster of very small stars, near the bottom foot of Castor, a little distance from the

stars Mu una gtu of the constellation'. The l9s. century English amateur asffonomer William Lassell, using his 24" reflector, wrote

' A marvellously striking object, no one can see it for the first time without exclamation - the field of view, l9' diameter, is perfectly full

of brilliant stars unusually equal in magnitude - of exquisite beauty '.

It is reckoned to contain .t t"*t 1,000 itars, with 120 brighter than mag. 13 and 20 brighter than mag. 9. The brightest star is a blue-white

giant of specral type 83 with 500 times the Sun's luminosity. Its apparent magnitude is 7'5.

ila:s i. some l,ooti Light years from us, with a diameter of 20 L.Y., giving it an angular size of 25'diam. and 5.1 magnitude_.

Under clear, dark skiei it can be seen with the naked eye, and is great in binoculars or a low power telescope. Around the l't of March it

will be due South atl.30pm., at an altitude of 63o, and does not set until 4 am. on the 2nd'

To find it, start from Castor (Alpha Geminorum), the I't. mag. northern member of the Gemini twins, Castor and Pollux. Co l3o S.W. to

2nd. mag. Mebsuta (Epsilon, 27 Gem.). Carry on 6o to Tejat, 3d. mag. Mu (13) Gem. M35 lies just under 4o N.W.of it. It also lies 25o N.

and 3. E. of Betelgeuse, Alpha Orionis R.A. 6h. 09m., Dec. +24o 21'.
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